Hand-Held Systems

Thank you for supporting our Mission of radically reducing chemicals in our homes by purchasing a Norwex Hand-Held System.

using and caring for YOUR HAND-HELD SYSTEM

assembling YOUR HAND-HELD SYSTEM

Attach the Small Mop Base to the Multi-Use Handle: Depress the push-buttons on the base and then slide the handle onto the base until the push-buttons lock into the holes.

Press the base onto the Small Window Cloth Mop Pad, making sure it is secure.

For cleaning areas such as windows or walls, lock the base by pushing both sides of the lever until it snaps into place.

Attach Squeegee to the Multi-Use Handle: Depress the push-buttons on the Squeegee and slide into the handle until they lock into the holes.

Unscrew the top of the handle to reveal a removable bristle brush to clean cracks, crevices and hard-to-reach spaces.

using the HAND-HELD CLEANING SYSTEM

The silky, tightly woven microfiber with BacLock® in the Window Cloth Mop Pad is run the quickest and most efficiently cleaning windows, mirrors; shower doors; glass; tile; car, truck and camper windows and more! Dust and grime are trapped in the cloth, leaving surfaces clean and shiny, so you won't have to clean as often.

• To clean glass and other surfaces, lightly mist the surface with water then swipe with the Window Cloth Mop Pad. Before using on easily scratched surfaces such as brushed stainless steel, first test Norwex Microfiber on an inconspicuous spot. Not for use on anti-glare surfaces.

• The Window Cloth Mop Pad has the ability to remove up to 99% of bacteria from a surface with only water when following the proper care and use instructions.

• BacLock®, our exclusive micro silver agent in the cloth, goes to work with self-purification properties against mold, fungi and bacterial odor within 24 hours so that it is ready to use again.

using the HAND-HELD SQUEEGEE SYSTEM

• To quickly remove water from glass, tile, marble, mirrored surfaces and mirror surfaces, run the Squeegee Attachment from top to bottom or left to right to whisk away water.

• Use after showering to reduce soap film on shower doors and tile.

• After using, buff and shine surfaces with a Window Cloth or Window Cloth Mop Pad.

• Tip: Wipe blade with an EnviroCloth® after each stroke to remove excess water before next swipe.

• To clean Squeegee Attachment, rinse blade under clean water. Air dry.

using the MULTI-USE HANDLE

Unscrew the Multi-Use Handle to remove the bristle brush to dislodge small particles, dust and dirt from grooves, cracks and crevices. Bristle brush can be rinsed clean and air-dried.

caring for YOUR WINDOW CLOTH MOP PAD

To reduce the use of detergents, Norwex mop pads can be used more than once before laundering. Wash slightly dirty mop pads with Norwex Dishwashing Liquid under warm running water and use again before laundering. Rinse thoroughly and hang to dry or drop in the dryer. Laundering mop pads with other lint-free laundry using a Norwex laundry detergent. Do not use bleach. Do not use fabric softener or dryer sheets.

For best results, machine dry. Can also be hung to dry.

enhancements (sold separately)

Small Wet Mop Pad
Made from 70% Recycled Materials
Ideal for cleaning hard-to-reach spots like cabinets, drawers and under the sink. After cleaning, remove pad from base, rinse and hang to dry. Removes up to 99% of bacteria from a surface using only water.†

Small Dry Superior Mop Pad
Made from 50% Recycled Materials
The thick pile of this statically charged microfiber picks up the smallest particles of dirt, dust, crumbs and more.

Forever Bottle with Sprayer
Earth-friendly frosted glass with silicone sleeve helps reduce the use of plastic in your home. Fill with water to moisten mop pads or use to dilute Norwex concentrated solutions.

Small Tile Mop Pad
Extra cleaning power, wet or dry, on hard surfaces. Special nylon fibers are woven into our microfiber pad to quickly and easily scrub dirt and debris from tile. Removes up to 99% of bacteria from a surface using only water.†

Small Chenille Dry Mop Pad
Extra-long nubby chenille microfiber is statically charged to pick up and hold dirt, dust, pet hair and other large particles. Great for baseboards and windowsills, too!

Telescopic Mop Handle
Turns your Hand-Held Cleaning System into the perfect way to clean high windows. Can also be used with the Squeegee Attachment.

*Contains BacLock, an antibacterial agent for self-cleansing purposes only. The agent is solely designed to inhibit odor from bacteria, mold and mildew growth within the product.

Hand-Held Cleaning System
Item # 2001

Hand-Held Squeegee System
Item # 2009

All Norwex Microfiber products carry a two-year warranty. Please visit www.norwex.com/product-guarantee for complete details.